
It’s been an incredible start to the year so far, with so many exciting developments here at Dolce

Vita Skin.

We are thrilled to now have Dr Nik working with us exclusively here in the clinic three days per

week – Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays. Nik is the expert in cosmetic injectables here on the

Central Coast and he offers a range of medically proven cosmetic treatments including the latest

in NEOGRAFT technology to treat hair loss for our valued clients.

We’ve had a range of new products land, from the Beauty Chef to Biologique Recherche (BR)

and we’ve expanded our online boutique to make many of these amazing products more

accessible for you. Take a look at dolcevitaskin.com.au

As we move into the cooler months, we turn our attention to body love, offering a range of

revolutionary body treatments using the cutting-edge technology of the TruScupltID. In the

lead-up to Mother’s Day, it’s also time to focus on our mums and bring awareness about the best

skin treatments for every age and stage of life. 

Finally, this month saw us celebrate three years of Dolce Vita Skin. I am honoured to have

opened this space where all of our clients feel welcomed and supported throughout their

journey to creating beautiful skin for life.

Thank you to my beautiful team and a special thanks to you - our amazing clients and

supporters of the clinic, for allowing us to continue to grow and to help each of you become the

best version of yourself.

@dolcevitaskin
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Call the clinic

02 4365 1173 

or book online

C O N T A C T  T H E  C L I N I C  O N  4 3 6 5  1 7 6 3  O R  B O O K  O N L I N E

Appointments Follow us

https://www.dolcevitaskin.com.au/


Throughout April we're honouring all the beautiful mums and mums-to-be in our lives with a

special Mother's Day giveway.

Between now and 30 April, head to Instagram:

POST a photo of you and your mum

TAG & FOLLOW @dolcevitaskin

HASHTAG #igotitfrommymama #dolcevitamums

And you could win 2 one-hour bespoke tailored skin treatments. Winners will be announced

before Mother's Day. 
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Win 2 one-hour bespoke tailored skin treatments

Vita's top 3 picks for Autumn

This revolutionary skin-care

formula allows us to create

bespoke serums tailored

specifically to your skin. We

combine up to three single active

ingredients to target your skin

woes and spin them just like a

compounding chemist would to

create your very own magic skin

potion. 

A combination of three unique

modalities in one 90-minute

treatment to achive unparalleled

results for your skin. 

Step 1: Photo rejuvenation using

IPL. 

Step 2: Anti-ageing skin tightening

using radio frequency.

Step 3: Skin resurfacing & texture. 

The latest skin-loving product

from the Beauty Chef, IMMUNE

FOOD harnesses the power of

mushrooms used for centuries in

Chinese healing traditions to

nourish and enhance good gut

health, where over 70% of your

immune system lies.  

IMMUNE FOOD from The

Beauty Chef

Universkin Tailored Serums Tribella 3-in-1 Treatment



The cooler months are the ideal time to shape the body you want. 

Our revolutionary body sculpting treatment, TruSculpt ID, is a non-surgical treatment that helps

you create the body you want, down to every last curve.

With no downtime afterward, this simple clinically proven treatment averages an impressive

24% reduction in fat in one 15-minute session. And it’s perfect for those hard to manage areas

like thighs and buttocks.

We're proud to join some of the best cosmetic clinics in Australia to deliver this game changing

treatment to our clients. 

Keen to know more? Call us on 4365 1173.
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Our very own Vita graced the cover of the

Autumn edition of the Aesthetics

Practititioner's Journal: the leading

publication in industry education and the

official publication of the Aesthetic

Practitioner's Advisory Network PTY LTD.

Have you seen the latest issue of Spa and

Clinic featuring Dolce Vita Skin and Dr

Nik? Learn about Dr Nik's journey from GP

to cosmetic doctor and his hot tips for the

most wanted treatment for 2021.

B o d y  l o v e

In the Media

A  D O L C E  V I T A  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N

T R U S C U L P T  I D  B o d y  C o n t o u r i n g



02 4365 1173

info@dolcevitaskin.com.au

www.dolcevitaskin.com.au

Elizabeth Court

Shop 17/30 Karalta Rd

Erina NSW 2250

Vita treated the Cosmechix to the latest

facial rejuvenation technology in Episode

7 of the Cosmechix Podcast. 

The girls claimed it was by far and away

the best facial they had ever experienced. 

Clinic nutritionist Chiz Westcarr recently

spoke on Adore Beauty's Beauty IQ

Uncensored about the link between

nutrition and skin health in Episode 69:

How Dairy, Sugar and Gluten Can Impact

Our Skin. 

This month saw us attend COSMEDICON

2021 - Australia's leading industry event

for encouraging excellence in all aspects

of cosmetic medicine. Thanks once again

to Michelle Kearney for coordinating such

a brillient event and providing us this

opportunity to catch up with peers,

interact with industry leaders and

continue our ongoing education. 

Industry News

Support Local

The first quarter of 2021 has provided plenty of opportunities to come together with many other

Central Coast business professionals and in particular, many inspiring women from all areas of our

local business community. By supporting each other we all become stronger. 


